TEAM TORACCEL
FORMULA STUDENT TEAM

BROCHURE
TORACCEL 4.0

ABOUT US
Team Toraccel Formula Racing is a formula student team of MVP's
KBT College of Engineering based in Nashik. We are bound
together by our shared passion for automobiles, motorsports and
our competitive spirits. As budding engineers, our sole purpose is to
build and learn as we advance ahead.
While honing their technical knowledge gained in the classroom due
to practical applications, every member of Team Toraccel also gains
excellent knowledge of team building, overcoming collaborative
challenges and at the same time have a strong grasp on time
management and leadership roles.
We believe true growth happens outside of your comfort zone and
Rolling Stones gathers no moss. Keeping that philosophy in mind
and hustling towards it every day.

OUR TEAM FOR 2016

SUPRA SAEINDIA

SUPRA -SAEINDIA is India's Biggest formula student competition
organized by SAEINDIA with the support of Maruti Suzuki every year
at Buddh International Circuit, Greater Noida.
The event provides a platform for students to apply their
engineering skills to design and construct a Formula category vehicle
as per defined performance and safety specifications. SUPRA
SAEINDIA is comprised of a series of Static and Dynamic events
spread over five days, concluding with a final Endurance race.

OUR TIMELINE
SAE INDIA BAJA
2011
11th Overall in India

SAE INDIA BAJA
2012
15th Overall in India
Most fuel efficient car
SAE INDIA SUPRA
2015
89th Overall in India

SAE INDIA SUPRA
2016
43th Overall in India

SAE INDIA SUPRA
2022

BUDGET

Total Budget : ₹12,04,615

POSITIVE BRAND VISIBILITY
Providing support to a student
project which is working towards
an initiative of sustainable
engineering will add a positive
outlook to your brand.

NETWORK
Your company will be promoted
nationally through our social
media and promotional events
organised in our college.

WHY PARTNER WITH
US?

CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
Associating with TEAM
TORACCEL also covers your
company's required C.S.R
activities.

EMPOWERING YOUTH
Team helps fostering
technological advancements
among students of engineering
fraternity of India by providing
them with an opportunity to gain
knowledge and hands on
experience

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Support us by
contributing financially

MANUFACTURING
Provide us with machines
needed for the
manufacturing of
special parts

LOGISTICS
Aid us by shipping our car

within the country

KNOWLEDGE
Specialist on related topic
can support with
technical guidelines.

MATERIAL
Provide us with tools or
raw material needed for
the manufacturing of
special parts.

CSR ACTIVITIES
Associating with us covers
your company's required
C.S.R activities.

CONTACT US
Mr.YASH BHALEKAR
Team Captain
+91 85758 80000
Mr.SHIVRAJ GUNJAL
Marketing Head
+91 7387020558

toraccel@kbtcoe.org

MVP's KBTCOE
Udoji Maratha Boarding Campus,
Near Pumping Station,
Gangapur Road, Nashik -13

